Change
1. we live in period of change
   shall we be destroyed by it - or shall we master it.

Japen ready for take off speedily
1. Can't expect defense, fire & food
   humiliated people - to become great
   military power.
2. But to provide safety shield
   1. To keep Japen from building its own.
   2. To have influence in U.S.

   1) We oppose Japen 'stabilize out
      its hands' to Nona. Tocki
      (C)almar

   2) But if we don't have a treaty
      our rendezvous would
      be like 'empty cannon'
      1) 'Wild Horse' - would not be
         controlled.

Sum it
1. Try to give its hand in Europe & Middle
   to concentrate elsewhere.
2. Want U.S. hand to be tied down in Fla.
   2. If U.S. become insolent - 'withdraw' for
      their eg - Sum it will fill the
      vacuum.
Be try so that they respect you -
You can depend on my word is good.

K: Nani:
1. Why has her interest in counter:
2. We shall settle with Nani - but
   will not surrender.
3. Will react to their attacks -
4. What would approve your
   help - but would not want
   you with them.

You support debate in:
1. When it conflicts with our
   interests we will respond.
2. We can’t "get out" but
   other steps in.

[X] your intails again I super цена - so
1. Would be dangerous if one.

China will not be came up

2. We will have our plan will explained
   to Security of state of meeting
   - we shall take kitchen

Marshall
Against
which to which we
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[Handwritten text]

- origins in China
- need to make speeches for record
- emotional shift for them
- need for U.S. to be known in China
- our record is not important in 20th century
- justice rather than peace -
- champion small countries
- distrust great powers
- often need generals to turn a page in history
- certain the Chinese dependent on their military
- commercial issues - our major concern - must be put in world context
Confidential

Problem face us China:
Taiwan - Lobby
India - Lobby
U.S.S.R. - Internal
Japan - None

Third:
Countries who believe this is a way to recon Aisa:

Need for U.S. to be strong as counter to Soviets:
- India shows - if a vacuum they will fill it.

Appoint Chiefs for them:
- U.S. is devil - (Domestic)
- Leadership in 3rd World - (With attack on U.S.)

Appoint military handling of Trips:

Taiwan:
- Taiwan - most crucial
- U.N. - most urgent
- Korea
- Japan
- India
- U.S.S.R. (no objection to U.S. relations with other countries)